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Melodic Brit-pop style, influenced by Radiohead, U2, James amongst many others 9 MP3 Songs POP:

British Pop, ROCK: Emo Details: Some reviews of the album - "Who knew the Doves and Mansun had

been around long enough to become an influence? Who knew Austin's Dynah would seemingly be taking

cues from them? Finally, who knew the local quartet's self-titled disc would be one of the best debuts of

the year?" - Matt Dentler, Austin Chronicle "The only thing that this album is missing is major label

support. An incredible visionary debut for an indie pop band that will be fueling the Austin, Texas scene

for quite some time-and with all the talent bubbling down there that's saying a lot. No one would be too

surprised to find out that there was a whole lot of Brit and The Cure influence that led down the pathway

to creating one of the indie scene's most majestic debuts in recent memory." - smother.net "All three

bands--young though they are--were tight, dynamic and original, though heavily influenced by Brit pop.

Dynah was heavy on the guitar effects with a spaceyness tempered by solid pop, a

Radiohead-meets-The Promise Ring sound." - The Dallas Observer "The music was a perfect blend of all

the influences that have spawned the best music. With a hint of 80s romp, 90s alternative wit, and

modern-day emotion I became captivated with the music." - fuzedmag.com "Honestly, this is a really good

album. The straightforward pop/alt/rock has been done before, countless times, but every so often a band

will come along and make it interesting again. With 100 percent lockdown on writing, performing and

producing credits the members of this band must bare full responsibility for this album's content.

Fortunately, this will be an easy burden to shoulder." 7.8 out of 10 - 30music.com "Majorlabel unter

Vertrag genommen zu werden. Und das ist schon fast ein Unding, wenn man das Debt des Quartetts mal

in aller Ruhe unter die Lupe nimmt." 10 out of 10 - britpoparsenal.de
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